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Monthly Status Report
Prime Focus Imaging Spectrograph

October 2004

K. Nordsieck

Optics 

Optics:

• Optomechanical progress (Pilot Group / Alan Schier).  
- The camera was tested on-axis at 458, 550, and 647 nm and the spot size found to be well

within specification (5.8, 5.1, and 4.5 microns diameter RMS).  It was shipped to UW
and received on Oct 19.

- A proposal for fabrication of the beamsplitter frame and assembly and alignment of the
beamsplitter was received from Pilot Group.  After some negotiation on the schedule and
alignment procedure, it was accepted and fabrication has begun.  The total cost is
$31,240, which is about twice the budget for that item.  Much of the overrun is due to the
cost of precision-machining stainless steel, required by the stiffness specifications.

• The axis tilt of the dewar window/ field flattener with respect to the CCDs was measured and
found to be less than two arcmin, within specification.  It will not be necessary to adjust this.

• The camera was installed and aligned to the collimator.  It is about 3mm closer to the pupil
than originally planned, but that was found to be acceptable for clearances, since the etalons
have turned out to be thinner than specification.  Images and vignetting are actually slightly
improved.  A test pattern was imaged through the full system for the first time.  This was
used to determine the slitmask mechanical offset, which will be compensated in software in
the laser cutter.

• The first full-length long-slit was cut.  Prototyping is now finished, and the first two batches of
longslits are to be produced.

• The four VPH gratings are at OptoSigma for AR coating.  They are to be shipped by November
5.

• The fourth and final order-blocking filter was delivered.  Its focus shift relative to the other
three was found to be about 150 microns.  This is much larger than the others, but still within
specification, ±100 microns for all four.  All four order-blocking filters are now at Spectrum
Thin Films for AR coating.  They are due the week of November 8.

Mechanical 

• Integration:
- Integrated the articulation mechanism onto the structure.
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- Mounted the camera onto the articulation kinematic mount. 

• Mechanisms:
- Tested the camera focus stepper motor and LVDT.
- Attached waveplate encoder gratings, completing final assembly of waveplate mechanism.
- Grating holders fabricated and anodized.
- Filter holders fabricated and anodized.
- Fabricated prototype longslit holder - will proceed to fabrication of  full set.

• Structure
- Baffling design nearing completion.

Control 

• Revisited barcodes and readers: measured barcode length as a function of  content length for
two barcode symbologies: code39 and code128.  code128  has a richer alphabet, and is
always shorter (physically) than code39 for  messages longer than six characters.  The
constraints are the size of the  cutout on the slitmask elevator, and the reading distance on the
filter  mechanism.  We decided 10 characters are the limit.  A labeling scheme for the filters,
gratings, and long- and multislits has been defined.

• Focus testing: we ran the focus stepper and read the LVDT position sensor.  We don't currently 
understand the gear ratio measured during this test- it varies from the  data sheet.  We are
investigating.

• Reviewed wiring and location of environmental sensors: pressure, flow,  humidity and
temperature.

• Revised extensively the document describing exposure time/SNR  calculations for PFIS.  See
http://www.sal.wisc.edu/PFIS/docs/archive/protected/pfis/3170/pipt/pfis-etc.pdf
Used this doc to draft the calculation in Java, in preparation for coding the PIPT Planning
Tool.

• Started coding the exposure time calculation in earnest.  Will finish  in November.

• PFIS Spectrum Generator.  Corrected various bugs introduced by modifications to the base
classes (Grid, Spectrum, SkySpectrum, etc).  Executed the plan to remove all Netbeans GUI
specifics to produce a more generic GUI java code that is independent of the Netbeans Java
development platform. 

• Further defined the structure of the PFIS data reduction package:  The basic CCD frame bias/
stacking will be handled in IRAF, using the mscred package.  Spectrum extraction will
probably be handled by an adaptation of the Gemini GMOS IRAF package.  Fabry-Perot
spectrum extraction will be handled by a FORTRAN program supplied by Rutgers.  The
polarimetric reduction (from spectra at each waveplate position to Stokes spectra) will likely
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be done by IRAF, probably using the PyRAF scripting language.  The whole PFIS package
will be bundled into the PyRAF environment.

Management

• Working on the 2004 Quarter 3 Quarterly Report.

Etalons (Ted Williams) 

• We have discovered a minor problem with the medium resolution etalon; it seems that one of
the parallelism axes is bistable, and the optimum parallelism setting on that axis changes
between the two states with a time scale of days.   We have consulted with the manufacturer and
are exploring the cause of the problem.  There are preliminary indications that it is a defect in
cabling or controller, but investigations continue.  It does not appear at the present time that the
etalon will need to be returned to the manufacturer.

• The high resolution etalon is still at the manufacturer.  There is no new estimate of delivery
date.

• We manufactured 54 filter holders for both the PFIS FP filters and those used in spectroscopic
mode.  The filter holders were shipped to UW.

• RU personnel are planning to visit UW in December to integrate the first two etalons into PFIS.

• The filter vendor has agreed to manufacture the interference filters in two batches, the odd
numbered ones first.  This will allow the specifications for the even numbered filters to be
adjusted to compensate for errors in the center wavelength and width in the first batch.  The
filters will be shipped as they become available: the first are expected the end of November; all
odd-numbered ones by the end of December.  This is not expected to delay etalon testing.
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Activities for the next month

• Optics
- Mount and align detector.
- Start imaging geometry and quality tests.
- Mount waveplates.
- Mount and align filters and gratings.

• Mechanical
- Integrate remaining mechanisms.
- Move electronics into assembly area.
- Start fabrication of baffling.
- Final design of electronics box updates.
- Fabrication of longslit and multislit holders.

• Opto-Mechanical
- Finish beamsplitter frame fabrication; start assembly and alignment.

• Control
- Continue fabrication of final wire harness.
- Continue high-level interface coding.
- Finish PI tool spectrum generator.
- Continue Java coding of the PFIS PI Planning Tool.

•  Fabry-Perot
- resolve second etalon control anomaly.
- receive and test first interference filters.

• Detector
- Implement FITS header update interface.
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